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INTRODUCTION AND TERMIHOLOGX 
Introduction and Statement of Problem 
The idea of congruence , introduced by Carl Guass, has 
many applications in number-theoretic investigations. It 
provides a powerful and convenient tool for attacking many 
types of divisibility problems, and also suggests an extensive 
list of interesting investigations. 
Many puzzle questions belong mathematically to the type 
of problems solved by simultaneous congruences. Even: in the 
tenth century and earlier riddles, puzzles and trick questions 
constituted a part of the folklore over large parts of. the 
world. 
The theory of these ancient problems constitute a parti­
cularly significant part of number theory. Mathematically, 
many of them can be solved by congruences. 
Congruences represent a very convenient, tool in many 
calender questions, such as determination of Easter dates, 
the day of the week of a particular date, and so on. 
illustrates the Chinese remainder theorem on a problem to 
Guass 
find the years that have a certain period number with re­
spect to the solar and lunar cycle and the Roman indication. 
2 
Similar problems with respect to. the planetary cycles occur 
earlier by Brahmagupta. 
Modulus has many applications, such as tabulation of the 
ellipitics functions, splicing; of telephone cables,: construction 
Wilson., Euler and Fermat 
also used congruences in determining primitive roots for primes. 
In this thesis the writer wishes to find the solutions for 
of regular polygons, archietures, etc. 
n-linear congruences under various conditions on modulus and re— 
The discussion begins with the analysis of (a) two 
congruences, (b) three congruences; thus establishing the pattern 
which will lead, by mathematics induction., to (e) the analysis 
and solutions of n-linear congruences. 
The following conditions are imposed on each of (a), (b) 
mainders. 
and (c): 
The modulus are not equal and prime, and the remainders 1. 
are equal. 
The modulus are not equal and not prime, and the re-2. 
mainders are equal. 
The modulus are equal and prime and the remainders 
are not. equal, (a) The modulus are equal and not 
prime, and the remainders are not equal. 
The modulus are not equal and prime and the remainders 
3. 
are not equal. 
3 
A general knowledge: of the basic; properties of real 
numbers is the main prerequisite for understanding, how the 
four solutions were obtained. 
Definitions of Terms and Symbols 
For those who are perhaps not familiar with modulus, cer­
tain pertinent terms and symbols that will be encountered in 
this paper will be defined. We shall begin by defining: congruent 
as meaning; agreeing, or corresponding and modulus signifies little 
Other terms and symbols are defined as follows: measures. 
1-1 Mod - denotes modulus or modul. 
1-2 Definition: The statement that two counting numbers 
a and b are congruent for the modulus p means 
when their difference a - b -is divisible by the 
counting number £>. 
p< Cn 
1-3 Definition: The statement; that two counting numbers 
a and b are incongruent for the modulus p means 
their difference• a — -b:• is not-divisible-by - the 
counting; number £.. 
a - h mod p 
a b mod p , pt Cn 
1-i-f Definition: The statement a = b means it differs 
from a by a multiple of 
a = b -t tp , t € Cn 
1-5 Basic Properties of Congruences 
For any pair of counting numbers 
the other of the alter-
1) Determination; 
a -and b--one has one or 
natives -
or a £ te mod p , p e Cn a • b mod p 
1+ 
2) Reflexivltv: One has a = a mod p 
Symmetry: When a = b mod p then, b = a mod p. 3) **•) Transitivity: When, 
a r b mod p, b =- c mod p them a ~ c mod p 
Definition: The statement that 0, 1, 2, • . , , 
p-1 is a complete residue system (mod p) means when 
a counting number a is divided by another„ p, then 
a z kp >r , where r (remainder.) is a counting num­
ber less than. p. The residue class to which r be­
longs consists of the: numbers r, r± p,: r±2p 
1—6 
j •= • - # y 
Definition: f (x) 5 0 mod p is said to be linear in 
the case where f(x) is a polynominal of first-degree. 
The statement d/b means d divides b, implies J-
C t 0 such that a • e z b. 
1-7 
1-8. 
d z (a,p) means d is the greatest common factor of 
a and p, implies 1 Cn such that d = ax + by. 
xQ+ kp/d denotes » ». ., xQ- p/d, x , xQ+p/d ... 
Definition: A congruences of the form ax = c mod b, 
where a, b. and c are counting numbers, is called a 
linear congruence in the counting number x. Counting 
number x1 such that ax' Z c mod b is a solution of 
the congruence. 
(m,n) denotes greatest common factor, g.c.d. 
£m,ri] denotes least common multiple, l.c.m. 
Definition: If a z pq-f-r with Oir^-p, then r is 






The statement that the g.c.d.,- d = (m,n) divides b - a 
means 
1-1»* 
a s b mod d 
The statement that ax « b mod m means there exist 
integers x and y such that 
1-15 
ax - my z b 
5 
If Cai5a^) = 1 for 1 i j,; 
1 <= iir, 1- the integers a , 
are said to be pair-wise relatively prime. 
1-16 Definition: 
• •» a n 
1—17 Definition: The statement that a/be and (a,,!) z 1 
means a/c. 
6 
.. . Methods of Solution 
In chapters II and III, systems of two, and three 
congruences are considered under the conditions stated above. 
In chapter IV, the system of U-linear congruences are consid­
ered where N is a counting number. 
In chapter V, applications of modulus to number theory 
are given. Solutions of several ancient problems, used by 
many cnlturals as brain teasers, puzzles, riddles, etc., will 
be found by the four theorems and two corollary proved in 
chapter IV. 
Each of these theorems is original; they were suggested 
by Dr. A. D. Stewart, and Mr. Ural Wilson,. Head of the Depart*-
ment and/or Teacher of Mathematics, Prairie View A & M College, 
Prairie View, Texas. 
CHAPTER II 
SOLUTIONS OF TWO CONGRUENCES UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
ON MODULUS AND REMAINDERS 
The following five lemmas will be needed to establish 
the set of theorems in this discussion. 
Lemma It 
a/b Y Hi: b t 0 
C : (altlbl 
Proof: 
1, H^ and II2 
2, Def. 1-8, 
1, a/b and b / 0 
2• T c j£ 0 such that ac r b 
3, But (bl s |a| - |c| 
^ a | • I c I > / a J , since Jc| 2 1 
» 
Lemma II 
H*: d z (a,b) 
HI: A is defined by the equation, a - Ad 
~ is defined by the equation b =• Bd H^: B
C : (A,B) i 1 
Proof: 
% 1. 1, d z (a,b) 
2, 3 Cn, x and y such that d = ax4-by 
3, 1 = I X + I r 
H-. Ax-t-By = 1 
Def. 1-9 2. 
Division 3. 
H2 and H3 
% Def. 1-9 5. (A,B) Z 1 
8 
Lemma III 
%: a and b are both not zero 
H2: d = (a,b.) 
G : d is the least element of of the form ax+by 
Proof: 
1» Consider the set C of Cn of the form ax-4-by 
2. Either a or b £ 0, suppose a £ 0 
3» If aPO, then at C and id a£0, -a( C, 
-* CJ? 0, hence C has at least, one element Well-ordering 
principle 
5. Let e = axo+ byQ be the least, element 
6„ Show d = e 
7. Division 
Algorithm 
7* 3- integers q and r with osr^e 
such that a = eq-f- r 
8. Substraction 8» r = a - eq 
Substitution 9. 9. r = a - (ax0-+ byQ)q 
Distributive 10. 10. r a a(l - qx0)t b(-qy0) is of the 
form ax-#-by • 
11*. If. r £ 0, it would be an element of C, 
hence contradict assumption in 5. 
12. Thus r r 0 and e/a, by similar agrument e/b, 
hence e is a common divisor of a and b 
Def* 1-16 13. 13. e - d 




1% Lemma I 15* Hence d-e 
13 and 15 16. 16.  d ~ e. 
9 
Lemma IV 
H1! ac 5- be mod m 
d s (c,m) 




!• ac m bo mod m 1» Ei 
2* Def. 1—% 2. J q such that mq r ac - be 
3» d(a - fc>) =. mq 
mq = (a - b)c, where e z Cd, m. r Md 
5» (C,M) - 1, M/c(a - b) 
3» Distributive 
*+•. Divide by H2 
5» Lemma II and 
step ̂  
6» M/(a - h) 6„ Step 5 and 
Def. 1-17 
7- • * a 5 b mod M 7» M z m/d 
Lemma V 
d r (a,p) 
ax B b mod p if and only if d/b 




1. Suppose d/b 
2» kd z. b, k i CQ. Step 1 2. 
3» 3. d =- (arp) 
3 c 
5. b = kd : akr+pks 
k. Lemma III r and s such that d : ar *h ps n> 
5* Multiplying 
b- by k and 
transitive 
Step 5 6. akr » b mod p and kr is a solution of 
ax 5- b mod p 
o. 
10 
7. Suppose XQ is a solution 
8.. ax = b mod p o x 
9. axQ ~ b mod p implies axQ ~ b =: qp 
10• Since d/a and d/m implies d/b 
11. SCXQ-*- k||) z axo-f-kp ~ 
12. ax,-, = h mod p 
13. XQ-^ k ̂  is a solution of ax. -• b mod p, 
k £ C 
I1!. XQ and X;L solutions of ax 5- b mod p 
implies axq = b - axQ mod p 
15- 5- x0 mod m/d 
16. } k such that x^ z XQ+ k 
X7» Xgfk | is a solution for every k € Cn 
*o - f' *°+ a' 
8. Step 7 
Def. 1-^r 9. 
11. Distributive 




15* Lemma IV 
16. Def. 1-hi-
Step 1+ 17. 
18. 18. Step I? » • • • • • 
19. The d ineongruent solutions are 
XQ J XQ-f p/d, XQ f Cd - l)p 
19. No two differ 
by multiple of 
m 
2. 20. For- any k, x0-f- k & is congruent to 
one of the d solutions mad p 
For any k J q and r , 0 ~ r d 
that k = qd-f r 
such 21. 
22. XQ-V- IS , x0 +-
23. x0t X01- pq-t^-g 
d- a 
22. Substitution -d- -
Distributive 23* 
Xo-H & § = (*Q 2^. Def. 1 2r •+ 2^. mod p d 
25. x0-ir £2 is a d solution u d-
11 
Theorem I 
H*L» a]_ : ap 
%t CP1,P2J = 
H3: PL/P2: 
1 
HLi f x = a-j_ mod P]_ 
( x » mod P? 
C : x s a2 mod 
Solution: 
1) x 5 a-j_ mod P^ 
2) x n aii-P-^t 
3) a^i-P^t E a2 mod P2 
P-j_t Er 0 mod P 
5) t £ 0 mod P 
6) x - aj"f P-j_(0 +"P2fc^) 
7) x = a^f P1P2t1 
8) x 5 a]_ mod £*P]|P2"] 
1) % 
Def. 1-^ 2) 
3) Substitution 
h) Substruction 2. 
5) Lemma ¥ 2 
60 Substitution 
7) Distributive 
8) Del. l-3f 
Verify the theorems hold for two congruences 
D % 1) x ~ a^_ mod P-^ 
2) a^ s a-j^ mod Pj^ 2) Substitution 
3) 3) x z a2 mod P2 
*+) a^ £ a2 mod P2 
5) a-j_ « mod P2 
>0 Substitution 
5) H and Def. 
1^5-2 
Theorem II 
Hls al - a CPI,P2: 
H3 : PX it P 
H^j a2 B a2 mod P.P2 
r-j J x 5 ax mod 
f x s a mod P~ 






1) x. r a-j_ mod Pj_ 
2) x r a-^ P-^t 
3) a^-J- P-jjt • a2 mod P2 
P^t » 0 mod P2 
5) P^t/d^ E 0 mod P2/d-^ 
6) t E 0 mod P2/di 
7) 
8) x r 
1) Rj 
2) Definition 
3) Step 2 and 
Substraction b) 
5) % 
6) Lemma V 
7) Distributive 
8) Definition 
9) x r a-L mod 
Verify the theorem holds for two congruences 
1) x E a-]_ mod P^ 
2) E a1 mod PL 
1) H 5 
2) Substitution 
and Def. 1-5-2 
Step 9 and 
Def., 1-5-2 
3) 3) a-k E a2 mod P 




%: a 2 
H2I (Pfj-Pf) - 1 
H3: PX:P2 
mod P,P l\* \ia2 12 
j x E aL mod Px 
c x E a2 mod P2 





1) x ~ a1 mod P1 
2) x. a1> PLt 
D H 5 
Definition I-1* 2) 
3) a-^ P-^t ̂  a2 mod P2 
H-) P, t - (a^ - a-, )mod P 
3) Step 2r 
Substruction **) where 
2' 1 2 
m r (a^ - a^) and P2/n 
5) Pit . ̂ 
) 
mod P2/«^ a a - a 2 1 d -di-1 
6) 6) t t i mod 1 Lemma IV 
7) 7) t i 0 mod 1 
8) x r a-^t P^CO '•"t^) 
9) x r a1t P^ 
10) x a-^ mod P^ 
Substitution 
8) Substr 2 A 7 
9) Distributive 
10) Definition 
Verify the theorem holds for two congruences 
1) H5 1) x - an mod P 1 1 
2) Subst. and Def. 
1-5-2 
2) E a-j_ nod P 1 
3) Substi. 2 and K^ 3) a = a mod P 
<c_ JL 2 
*0 Substruction a - mod P k) a 
5) P/m, m r Ca^ - a^ 
2 1 ~ 
Step !+ 5) 
Theorem IV 
H^: a2 
CPL,P2) 2 1 
H3: PifP2 
i: mod P^ 
lb 
H/ x = a2 mod P2 
(p2ci+ a2> m°a rpip2i C s 
Proof: 
1) x 5 mod P 1) 
% I 
2) x z a- +• P^t 
3) a-j+* P^t -j a2 mod P2 
*0 E (a2 - a^) mod P2 
5) t £ / P2Cx - a_ t a \ 
2) Definition 
3) Step 2, 
Substruction 
mod P 5) Lemma V 2 
6) 
( 
p2ci ~alpa; x r a1'f'P1 6) + Pa11! Steps 2 & 5 
7) x r P^P a2+ P1P2t1 
) mod C^P I 8) • • x - (Pa^i^ a2 
Verify the theorem holds for two congruences 
1) x E mod P^ 
2) P Cl-f a0 = a^ mod P^ 
1) 
2) Substi. 
3) P2CX - P.jS - aL - a2 3) Euclidean Algorism 
if) Substitution b) P2C i~h a2 E a^ mod P 2 2 
5) Substraction, 
Def. 1-15 
5) P~C 2~i ~ P2S1 - ° 
15 
CHAPTER III 
SOLUTIONS OP THREE CONGRUENCES UNDER VARIOUS 
CONDITIONS ON MODULUS AND REMAINDER 
Theorem I 
H : \ Z a2 r a3 1 
HgS (P1,P2,P3) Z 1 
y HI yp3'pupi'lf M 3 
H^s /"x ~ a-]_ mod P-^ 
II 
x 5 a0 mod P2 
x 5 mod P^ 
x « a^ mod £pirp2»P3] C : 
Proofs 
15 \ 1) x 5 aL mod P^ 
2) x = a-j-f Pxt 
3) P^t s a2 mod P2 
P-^t 5 0 mod P 
5) t » 0 mod P 
6) x s aLt P1^> t PgtJ 
7) x = »,+ PjP^ 
8) ^-PxPgtj.s-3 
9) P1_P2t1 - 0 mod P3 
10) t 5 9 mod P^ 





Step 2& 5 






Sub. 7 & h 8) mod P 1 3 




12) x r a-^ P1P2P3t2 12) Disfc. & Suhsti. 
13) x « mod J 13) Definition 
Verify the theorem holds, for three congruences 
1) x ~ mod P-^ 
2) a^ = a-^ mod P^ 
3) a^ E a^ mod P^ 
c a = a0 mod P0 5 3 2 - 2 
( a, s a„ mod P 
1) % 
2) Substitution 
3) \ & Def. 1-5-2 
%) and 1-5-2 k) 
3 3 
Assume the theorem holds for k congruences 
x E a, modfp1P2...Pls:J 
Prove the theorem holds for the (k 1) congruences 
1 
1 PlP2 • • . P mod x E a^ k-f 1 
Theorem II 
a^ — a2 Z a^, zf i »*• 3 
H2: (Pl7P2,;P3) zf 1,; each is not prime 
H3S 
Each aj s »j mod (P,P.) 
H^s. ifX S a-j_ mod P^ 




x S mod P 




2) Def., 1-b 
1) x 5 aj_ mod P^ 
2) x = a^t" Pjfe 
17 
3) PLt = a2 mod P2 
*+) P]_t - 0 mod P 
5) (P]_t\ - 0 mod P2/^]_ 
3) Substi. 
*0 H & Substr. 2 1 
5) \ .d 1 
6) t = 0 mod P2/I 
7) x r a-L+ P1(0+P2/dft1) 
8.) x r a1 + P1P2/dit 
9) a!f PiP/^1% £ ^3 mod P^ 
10) P1^2//di^1 « 0 mod p3 
115 P.1P% t± Z 0 mod ?3/d 
dld2 
12) B Q mod Pyd2 
13) 
x ttrakjv/a .* 
15) ^ = 3-]_ mod 
6) Lemma V 
7) Substi, 
8) Distr. & Closure 1 
9) Substi. 
10) Hi & Substr. 1 
11) 
2 
12) Lemma V 
13) Substr. 
1*0 Distrl. & 
Closure 
^L-d2' 
Def. 1-h 17) 
Verify the theorem holds for three congruences 
1) H 1) x E a-i mod P 5 1 1 
2) Substitution & 
- Def. 1-5-2 
2) a « a mod P 
1 " 1 1 
3) Substitution & 
Def. 1-5-2 
3) r — a2 mod P2 
( ai 5 a3 mod P^ 
Assume the theorem holds for the k congruences. 
a-^ mod £Pdp2» • *pkJ 
Prove the theorem holds forA k*\ congruences 
x B a-^ mod £ ?xP2 • 
x = 
] . . P k-v 1 
18 
Theorem III 
H^: ai ̂  a2 ̂  a^, £ a^, if i £ 3 
•^2* ^l'^2* * * *^n^ ~ 
H : Px = P2 : p3 r . . . Pn 
aj = mod (PJPJ), aj «tj, if i 
x s aT mod. P 
3 v 
Hr-J 5 i l 
x s a0 mod 
mod P x £ a 3 3 
C :" x 5 a]_ mod P-^ 
Proof: 
1) 1) x E a^_ mod Pj_ 
2) x — a^ P^ k 
3) aji- P]_t s a2 mod P 
1+) P-^t B (a^ — a^) mod P 
ml (a2 - ai) aJ1^ P2/111 
% 
2) Def. 1-b 
3) Substi. 2 
h) Substra. where 
2 
5) Vd 5> pit „ ag " ai 
- > - d \ - * 
1 mod 
'^1. 
6) Lemma V 6) t r 1 mod 1 
Def. 1-6 7) 7) t 5° mod 1 
8) x - a1t P^te* ̂  
9) x = ax +• P^ 
10) a-, +• P2t2 S a-> mod P^ 
11) P^ E (a^ - ax) mod P , where 
m - (a^ - a-i) and P^/m^ 
8) Substr. 
9) Dist. 
10) Substr. & 
11) Substra. 
->9 
12) Pltx - 12) H a a 3 " k 1 mod P3/d2 
d2 W 
13) t^ = 1 mod 1 
l^f) « 0 mod 1 
13) Lemma IV 
l>f) Def. 1-6 
(0 + t ) 15) x : a1 + P 
16) x r a, + P t 
15) Sub. in 9 i 2 
16) Distributive 3. 1 2 
3 7) x = a1 mod P 17) Def. 1-k-
1 
Verify the theorem holds for three congruences 
x = mod P^ 
al ~ ai m°^ ^ 
1) 1) H 
2) Substi. & Def. 
1-5-2 
3) Step *+ of Proof 




3) an = a mod P 
1 2 
if) a., 5 a3 mod p 
2 
3 
Assume the theorem holds for k congruences 
[ P1P2P3 • • • vl 
Prove the theorem holds for k + 1 congruences 
x - a._ mod 
3 
1 [ P1P2 * ' . P x 5 a1 mod k + 1 
Theorem IV 
H s a ^ a f a 





if i / j P t P H 
3' J 
/ x s a ] 
x r a0 mod P 2 
x a a^ mod P 3 3 




1) x * a2 mod 
2) x r a.j -V P^t 
1) 
2) Defo Ut-
3) 3) E a2 mod P 
H-) P-, t £ (aQ — an) mod P 
Substi. 
2 
Substra. 2 1 2 
r1 ) 5) Substi. 5) P2H ct"j ci Pi-' -t - mo d P 2 
x - al* Pi(~ 




7) Distr• & Closure 7) x = (P2cl+ a2> +plp2tl 
a) suust^a & H. mod P 8) P2C1UiP1P2ti:a3 3 
9) Subs too 9) PiP2\ £ Ca3 - PA*- a2) mod P 
C2P3+ a3 " P2C1 " a2 
3 
10) Lemma. V 10) 
P1P2 t^ es. ' ' / 
C2p3+ a3~P2Cl~a2 11) Subst±. P-t x r P C, + a 4 P P 
Q Ji- <— J— Cm. ****** "O* "P - ^ - y 1 12 
+ -3 
\ 
12) Distri. 12) x =• G2P3^^3'P plp2p3t 2 
xs CC^+a^) mod £ pip2p3] Def .. l--h 13) 13) 
Verify the theorem holds xor three congruences 
1) % 1) x 5 a^ mod P^ 
• 2) C2P- +a3 =- a1 mod P^ 
3) C2P3 - Plfc r al ~ &3 





*0 Substitution CU> +a mod. P 3 " "3 = a2 2 
C2P3+ £ an mod P 3 3 
5) Def. 1-15 & ^ { C2P3 " P2S1 - a2 ~ a3 
V C2P3 ~ P3S2 * 0 
Assume the theorem holds for k congruences 
x e ^k-ah-i*" V-P mod [ pip2* • *pk] 
Euclid Algorism 
Prove the theorem holds for n s: (k+ 1) congruences 
X 1 (Ck-lPk+ md CP1P2 * ' 1 . P k v l 
CHAPTER IV 
SOLUTIONS OF N—LINEAR CONGRUENCES 
ON MODULUS AND REMAINDERS 
In chapters II and III we have verfied that the theorems 
held for two. and three systems of linear congruences,, and as­
sumed it held for a set of k congruences. Now we shall prove 
it holds for n z kt 1 congruences. 
Theorem I 
V ®1 : a2 - ' 
;;2 (px'p2'- • -1 
H3! PI £ P2 f 
H^: /- x sr a^(mod p^) 
J x » a_(mod p ) 
a • —- • n 
P.. t P.. i£ i t j £ P e r » n,; ^i <J 
2 2 
x B a^Cmod p ) 
C : x 5 a^Cmod [p^p^, ...p^ ) 
Eroof: 
1. x B a. (mod p_) 1. \ 1 1 
Def. l-l+ 2L+ 2» xx a^4 p-Js 
3. a^-t- p t ^ a^ mod p 
p t 5 G(mod p2> 
5. t B 0 (mod p ) 
6. x = p^ C0~^" P t^) 
Substitution 3. 
2 2 1 
h. & Substraction 
Substitution 5. 
Steps 2 and 5 6» 
23 
7. x = a1+ plp2ti 7. Distributive 
a. +- P^^l - a3 mod- P a. Step 7 and 
9. Subs traction. 
3 
9. Pj t £ OCmod pj 12 1 
10. — OCmod pn) 
3; 
10. Substitution 3 
11. x = a1"f PxP2(0+ p^t2) 
12. x =r a^4- PLP2P3 2 
• • • 
13* a1fppp ...p t i 123 n-1 n-2 
Steps 7 and 10 11* 
t 12. Distributive 
g a (mod p } 13* Substitution n n 
1^. P„P •••Pn«1tn 2 1 OCmod. pn) 
- 0(mod p ) 
i%* Subs traction 
1 2 
15* 15. t Substitution n—2 n 
(0+ p ) 
16. 16. x r a,fP;LP2 Substitution t •P n-1 1 n n—1 
17. Distributive p t 
n n-1 
17. x =: an-f P_P 1 1 2 
18. x s a^ mod Jpn p p3 nJ 18. Definition • • • 12 
Theorem II 
H. : a ~ a 
CP ,p Pn) t 1,; each p± is not prime 
V P1 * P2 * 
a. - a.Cmod p.p.) ^ I - a x 
E ^x s a^ Cmod p„) 
x S a Cmod p ) 
—• a n 2 1 1 




x r a Cmod p ) n 11 
j) C s x ~ a^mod £ P P P •>» 1 2 
Zb 
Proof: 
1* x E a (mOd p ) 1. II 1 1 5 
2. x ~ a +- p t 
1 1 
3* a f- p, t ̂  a (mOd p ) x 2 2 
b. p O(mod p ) 
1 2 
5. O(mod p2/d) 





6. t. 0(mad P2) 
Li 
7. 
b . Substitution 
Steps 2 and 6 7. 
8. x z 8. Dis tributive 
P1P , \ — a (mOd p ) 
*1 ~ 3 3 
9. Substitution 2 9. a; 1 
.d- -
1°. PIP2 
''d' 1 ~ 
_ O(mod p ) 10. Substruction t Z- 3 
P 
11. pip2 3 11. 
\ 
- O(mod 
ddl ̂  = 
E 1 
12. t = O^mod ̂ 3j Substitution 12. 
1 -
Pp 
8 and 12 1-3. 12 13 • Z a. i 
1" - .d -
P1P2P3 1%. Distributive Is. x n a + 
, .. X 
15. a_Wp„p 15. Substitution a (mod p ) pn-l # » «• 11 12 1 = n t dd-j.. ...dn^2 n-
P Substraction lp2 pn~l . - 0(m0d. p ) 
4,.rW- 11 
16. 16. 
dd. • * * n-3 1 
Substitution (mod Pn \ 
\ Zn-2] 
17. ~ 0 17. t 
n-2 
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P1P2*"**"P P o+ (~ ) 18. x ; a,f 18. Substitution .1 dcL » » • d t d • 1 n-1 n-3 n-2 
-
19. X - ajJ: 
X 
p,p p 19. Distributive 
dd_* • a- n 1 
( 
P1P2 20. Def. 1-k P 20. x ~ a_ mod • • n 1 dci- • • »d HiX-I 
[ 
) 
21. Choose IP .*.P P1P2* * *P 
dd^ * * * d-
n 1 2 
•n-
a1(mod ["pnp 3 ) 22. x E P t • » r 2 
Theorem III 
• i- a j a 3^ 3- _ if i 5 n x j 
jP^) r 1„ each p_. is prime 
H^i a t a_ £ 
H2J (Pl';P2* 
3: P1:P2-
H),s a. E a.mod Cp.P.) 
a 3 i3 
Hr,: rx- = a^Cmod p^) 
x 5 a (mod p ) 
* • 
2 1 
• »» i 
K = P • • » n 
2 2 J 
I • • e 
[ x: = a^Cmod Pn) 
x E a (mod p ) C : 1 1 
Proof 
1* x » a, (mod p_ ) 1. E <5* 5 1 1 
2. Del. 1-h 2.. x z a^-f pLt 
3. a^ p t E a2 mod p 
p t; E ^a2 a^)mod p^> where 




5. H P 5. Li-mod —2 
Al 
he W R. Banks Library 
Prairie V- •• & LI. Cede:;?; 
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6. t = 1 mod, 1 6. Lemma IV 
7. t r 0 mod. 1 
8* x r ajt- P1(Of t ) 
9- x z a., +* p t 
10. p 4 5 mod. p 
* (arL-a^)mod. p^, where 
m r Ca3-a1) and 
12' iL • t mad »n 
7. Def. 1-4 




11. P„t 11. Substraction 1 
12. 
Vl 
Lemma V 13. 13. £ 1 mod 1 _ 
l^t. Def 1—4 l^f. t - 0 mad 1 
1 "" 
15. Substitution 15. x z at P (0+ t ) 
1 1 n-1 
14. Distributive 16. x r a1<- P.^ 
x - a mod p 
Corollary Ilia 
Def. 1—% 17. 17. • • 1 
^ aHf ai ̂  lf: 1 ̂  ̂  
yp ) £ 1, each pi is not prime 
= Pn 
H : a 2 a„ ̂  2. 1 1 
H2s (PL*P2> 
HTS p - p r 
3 1 2 
H, : a. = an mod p.p. 
^ 1 1 1 3 
mod p K_,s /x » a 
Jb 





• • • 
mod p x = a n n 
C : x ~ a, mod p 1 1 
Proofs 
The proof of this corollary is very similiar to that of the 
27 
theorm. The only difference is when hypothesis, four is used 
the remainder 1 in the resulting: congruence may be a counting 
number other than one. 
Theorem IV 
" "1* ^l ̂  a2 ̂  
1 : (p ,.p 
1 2 
H 1 P, t P_ t L 2 
r x E mod p 
; x E a_ mod p 
£ a , a± t a if i 2f 3 
,p) :l 
£ Pn, P. £ P. if i £ 5 •O- X 3: 





x E a mod p n n P1 nj- (pc a ) mod fp p ~ n-L n L C s x © * ® 1 2 
Proof!: 
1. 
2, Def. and Sub­
stitution 
3* Substraction 
1» x » a. mod p 1 1 
2» a^-f p t E a2 mod p 




Substitution mod p ^ t = 
2 Pn' 
( 
p cn —a + a Z 1 1 2 5> Substitution 5. xx a -f p 
: -P£' 
2 = (P2C1+ V piVi 
6., Distributive 6» 
7> Substitution (p2ci+ a2> + PiP2tl ~ a3 mod' p3 7. 
8. Substraction 
PIP2tl " Ca3"P2Cl^a2) m°d P3 8. 
-p c -a \ 
3—— + p t 
?Ip2 3 •( 
C2h+a 9» Substitution 9. t, 
1 
/c2P vt- a3-P cja2 \ 
10. x - P2=1f =2t PLP2(-———* hS) 10. Substitution 
11. Distributive 
11. x : C2P3+a3+P^P^ 
28 
12. Substitution. 12. p c 0-+ a + p_p_...p t - a mod p n~l n-2 n~l 1 2 n-1 n-2 n 
13. pLp2...Pn_itii_2 = Can -Pa.xan.2-an.!) Pa 13-
PnCn.~l an. ^n-l Crx-2 aa-l 
n 
Subs traction 
n"2 \ Pl®2» "P- " 
1>+. Substitution mod p 1^. t n 
n o —a. \ 
n-1 n-2 llrl t p t .1 * n n-3J 
15. Substitution 
I •pc n a -p *n n-1 n 1 15. x = Pa.xCa.t an-i Vs * » plp2***pn'' 
1.6. Distributive 
17. Def. 1-b 
16. x I Cp c aQ) P.P P t _ n n-1 • * * 12 n 
J ^ = <Pnea-i V1 mod [Va P 17. • « • • a 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATIONS 
The theorems proved in the previous chapter will be 
used In the applications of congruences to number theory. 
Problem 1. 
A band of 13 pirates confiscated a box of x gold 
coins. Uniform distribution of the coins resulted 
in a remainder of 8 coins. After two, pirates were 
killed, a redistribution left a remainder of 3 coins 
And a redistribution after the death of four more 
pirates resulted in a remainder of 5 coins. What is 
the minimal value of: x? 
• # • 
Solution: 
Reduce the problem solving to three sets of congruences, 
x = 8 mod 13 
x ~ 3 mod 11 
x = 5 mod 7 
aa) mod/Pi,P2, 
x E (?*l+1+*' 5) mod ( 13•ll*7<y 
3. x 5 313 mod 1001 
l+„ A x r 313 is- the minimal number 
of gold coins 
'^nl Theorem. IV 1. 1- x = (Pn°n.-l • » • 
Substitution 2. 
Closure 3. 
if. Def. 1-13 
Problem 2. 
Find the least two counting numbers having; the re­
mainders two, three and two when aivideo. by uhree, 
five and seven, respectively. 
Solution: 
The set of congruences are: 
30 
x E 2 mod 3 
x = 3 mod 5 
x = 2 mod 7 
(p i¥"pJ 
(3*5*7) 
1, x E (p c +• a ) mod n n-1 n 
2» x E (7*3 +• 2) mod 
1. Theorem IV 
Substitution 2. 
3. x = 23 mod 105 3» Closure 
x = 128 mod 105 
x z 23 and x - 128 are the. two 
least counting numbers 
Def, 1-6 
5. 5. Def. 1-13 
Problem 3» 
An old woman goes to market and a horse steps on her 
basket and crushes the eggs. The rider offers to pay 
for the damage and ask her how many eggs she. brought. 
She does not remember the exact number, but when she 
had taken them out two at a time, there was one egg 
left. The same happened when she picked them out 
three, four, five and six at a time, but when she took 
them out seven at a time they came out; even, 'What is 
the smallest number of eggs she could have had? 
The set of congruences ares 
x £ 1 mod b x = 1 mod 3» x E 1 mod 2, 
x S 1 mod 6, x E 1 mod 7 x E 1 mod 5 > 
Solution: 
1, Theorem IV x 5 1 mod 2 
x E 1 mod 3 
x 5 1 mod *+• 
x =1 mod 5 
x 5 1 mod 6 
1, For 
x - 1 mod 60 
31 
2» Consider : x ~ 1 mod 60 
x - 0 mod. 7 
3. x = (PnC^t an) mod ( 
W x 5 7*^3 mod. ( 60-7) 
5* x E 301 mod ̂ 20 
6. - • x z 301, the smallest number of eggs 
Problem U-
Pn) 3. Theorem IV • • 
Substitution 
5- Closure 
6.» Def. 1-13 
Find numbers such that 
x - 10 mod 12 
x s 10 mod 20 
x = 10 mod 30 
Solution: 
i/p.p \ 
1 2 Hi* 
2. I ! 10 mod(l2- 20 • 3®) 
3. x 5 10 mod 60 
*+. x = 10, x - 70, x r 130j 
1, x ~ a mo 1* Theorem II n. 
Substitution 2. 
3. Def. of L.C.M. 




Three farmers divided equally the rice they have in common. 
They went to different markets where various basic:: weights 
were used, at. one place 83 pounds,, at another HQ pounds, 
and at the third 135 pounds. Each sold as much, as they 
could in. full measures, and when they came home one had 
32 pounds left, another 70 pounds, and the third 30 pounds. 
How, much rice had they raised together? 
The set of. congruences are: 
x = 32 mod 83, x E 70 mod 110, x s 30 mod 135 
Solution: 
32 
L, x = 70 mod 110 
2. x r 70 t not 
3. 70 i 1101 = 30 mod 135 
)+. 22t SF -8 mod 27 
1* Hypothesis 
Def* 1-b 2. 
Substitution 3. 
Substraction 
and Lemma I 
5* t rL 7 mod 27 5. Substitution 
6, x = 8Ml mod 2970 6, Substitution; 
Distribution; 
and Def , l-if 
7. x r 83.296 f 32 mod 2^-6510 Step 6; Hypothesis 
and Theorem IV 
7w 
8. x = 2l(-600 mod 2^6 510 8, Closure 
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